Fits in domes, small spaces and your budget
High-performance cameras at an economical price
Compact Cameras from GE Security
deliver performance and value in a
compact size. Designed to fit inside
fixed-camera domes, they can also be
mounted in tight spaces. Inside a dome
or out, compact cameras are ideal for
grocery and convenience stores, retail
shops, restaurants, bars and coffee
houses, offices and other small businesses. And with the available heavyduty, weatherproof dome, you can use
compact cameras in outdoor applications such as parking lots and equipment yards.
Compact cameras are available in
black-and-white and two color models,
one with Ex-View™ sensor technology
and adjustable gain control. The ExView camera features superior low-light
performance and sensitivity to infrared
light-as low as 0.1 lux. That means you
can capture useable surveillance images

Compact GE Security cameras fit in tight spaces, indoors or out. You can mount them either on their own or
in a fixed-camera dome, using a heavy-duty, weatherproof dome for harsh outdoor applications.

in near total darkness.
All compact cameras feature
advanced technology to give you superior pictures. Digital backlight compensation prevents important foreground
objects from becoming lost against
bright backgrounds such as doorways,
windows, or loading docks. A variable,
high-speed electronic shutter automatically adjusts to changing conditions from
low light to bright sunlight. And digital
auto-tracking white balance on color
models renders colors accurately, even
under adverse lighting conditions.

Compact camera features
• Choice of black-and-white or color
cameras
• 600 TV lines resolution (black-and-white),
480 TV lines (color)
• 0.02 lux sensitivity (black-and-white and
color with Ex-View), 0.05 lux (color)
• Variable high-speed electronic shutter
• Automatic backlight compensation
• Auto-tracking white balance (color
models only)
• Accepts C- and CS-mount lenses with
manual or AES (color models) or DC autoiris control

High-performance features in a compact package
Small camera, small
price… big performance

Available Ex-View sensor
Compact cameras give you excellent performance in
poor lighting conditions; on cameras with Ex-View
sensor technology, you can even capture images in
near total darkness.

Now you don’t have to sacrifice full-size
performance when you need a compact
camera. GE Security’s compact cameras
deliver the kind of high-end performance you expect from a standard
traditional camera—but in a compact

Compact size
Designed to fit inside fixed-camera domes, compact
cameras can also be used in applications where
space is limited.

and economical alternative. If you have
applications that require a space-saving
camera, you can still install a feature-rich
camera that delivers the image quality
you need.

Choice of lenses
All compact cameras accept both C- and CS-mount
lenses. Camera accepts lenses with manual iris, DC
auto iris or AES auto iris on color models.

Variable, high-speed electronic shutter
Automatically adjusts to changing conditions from
low light to bright sunlight.

Automatic backlight compensation
Prevents important foreground objects from
becoming lost against bright backgrounds.

High-resolution images
The black-and white camera delivers 600 TV
lines resolution; color models offer 480 TV
lines, giving you clear, detailed pictures that
make identification easier.
Auto-tracking white balance
Color cameras automatically adjust to render colors
accurately, even under adverse lighting conditions.
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